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COMEDIC DETECTIVE STORY ROOTED IN REALITY TELEVISION
Former Reality Television Show Producer dishes the industry’s best kept secrets
through creative storytelling
After working in Los Angeles for five years, Jenna Baker has combined her industry knowledge with her
love of creative writing to create the hilarious comedy Reel Sharpe. The novel tells the story of a reality
television producer who crosses every line possible to make her story work.
Reality television enthusiasts always seem to marvel at the tricks producers employ to get the shot.
Whether it be to edit a contestants words together to get across a desired message or to dream up
stories to tell contestants about what someone may (or may not have) said about them – they are
willing to do it all. Whether you are a fan of the genre or not, learning how producers manipulate the
talent always seems to fascinate people. This manipulation of real events is what triggered the idea for
Reel Sharpe. What if you had a TV producer covering a murder scene that needed the case solved by air
time? How far would she go to alter real life? How would she react when facing two ethical police
officers who didn’t want to be television personalities? The outcome would be nothing short of
outrageous!
Author Jenna Baker writes, “I wanted to tell my industry war stories, but I also wanted to create a
comedy and a love story all in one. Reel Sharpe was my mechanism to do just that.”
Jenna Baker became fascinated with reality television on a road trip to Los Angeles when a show called
“Survivor” was first airing. She was headed west from New York to pursue a writing career but quickly
found her passion in reality TV instead. Her first intro into the business was working as a assistant at
the company producing “Temptation Island” and her career blossomed from there. You can read more
at www.reelsharpe.com.
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